
SOAP DISPENSER USER MANUAL
DROP VERSION tr FOAM VERSION U SPRAY VERSION tr

Thank you very much for being the user of our electrical products, in the future, it will bring
convenience and pleasure to your life.
Soap dispenserwith digital electrical control, infrared automatic induction, it is stable and reliable work, strong
resistance to light interference, sensitive and other advantages; suitable for hotels, hospitals and other public
places and family use.

i) Product feature
N lntelligent program control, infrared sensor

automatic liquid discharge, to avoid contact
with hands and prevent cross-infection.

N Large liquid loading capacity, maximum
capacity up to 1'100m1, constant liquid
output, with 3 levels liquid volume
adjustment improves the washing efficiency

O) lnstallation
1. Open the front housing with the supplied

key as shown in (Figure 2) @@.
2. Drill 4-@6 rubber plugs in the mounting p6sition

according to the size shown in (Figure 3).
3. Fasten the product to the mounting position

with the supplied mounting screws.

c Mounting holes

@ cap

@ Bottle

@ attery box cover

@ Nozzle

@ Shell

(Figure 1)

1.Key

2.Fron1 shell

3.Back shell

(Figure 2)

i) How to use
1. Adding liquid

Open the cap of the bottle as shown in (Figure 4) C. Pour the liquid
into the bottle (maximum capacity 1100m1).

2. lnstall the battery
Press both sides of the battery cover as shown in (Figure 4)@ and
pull it outward, and install4 LRO batteries in. Put the battery box back.

Note: Add the correct type of additive
fluid according to the corresponding
function of the host,otherwise it will
cause blockage.

,mI

a Soap model Add regular hand sanitizer, alcohol gel, and emulsion.
(concentration of <1 000 mpa.s)

s Foam model Add foaming hand soap and body wash

..'ti')' Spray model Aod aqueous disinfectant, alcohol, etc.
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3.When the soap dispenser shell open, by pressing the "liquid volume adjustment button" to adjust the

liquid volume, (the amount of liquid measurement: 1ml - 2ml), each press increase 0.5m1.

c Sensing distance
adjustment

Factory default liquid outlet below about Bcm,
can be changed according to different situation

@ lndicator light Shows indications related lo fluid level adjustment

@ Liquid volume
adjustment button

'1 gear (liquid volume: 1ml) the indicator light flashes 1 time.

2 gears (liquid output: '1.5m1) the indicator flashes 2 times.

3rd gear (liquid volume: 2ml) blinks 3 times.

@
Open the shell: power disconnected, close the shell
the machine is turned on.

4. The first time you use the soap dispenser, please

order to discharge the air inside the pump.

5. Evacuation function use steps:A. According
to (Figure 5) 1.2 shown, use the supplied key to

open the shell. B. Follow (Fig. 5)3 to sense
the inductor head at the bottom of the machine.
(Please keep the induction action before closing
the case). C.Follow (Fig. 5)4 to close the
housing and complete the emptying function (the
machine continues to dispense liquid for 15-20
seconds) and then stop automatically.

repeat using for several times (emptying function), in

6. lnduction use
When you need to use the hand placed below the liquid outlet
about 8cm, the liquid comes out once after induction.

7. Power connection
This product can be used with optional power adapter, it is
recommended that lnstallation location near the reserved
socket.
With the power adapter parameters: 22OY - I 50Hz
lnput voltage: DC6V
Output power: > 30VA

}) Technical parameters

Use voltage: L16 1.5V X 4

Capacity: 1100m1

}) Cautions

1. To prevent misuse, leave at least 40cm of space under the soap dispenser. Do not install it in a place

exposed to strong sunlight or above strong reflective objects.
2. Be sure to add the correct type of liquid for each function of the product, otherwise it will cause blockage.
3. Prevent any object from blocking the liquid outlet.
4. Keep the fluid clean and free of other streaks or lumps of impurities.
5. Avoid direct exposure of the machine to water.

}} Packing list
'l Dispenser
1 copy of instruction manual
Accessory package: 4 installation screws, 4 adhesive plugs, 1 key

Sensing distance: about Bcm

Discharge volume: adjustable about 1 -2mlltime
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@ Front shell

@ Back shell

@ DC power plug (optional)
(9) Sensor

(Figure 5)


